ROBERT SMITH
Jr. Seasonal Worker
Email: info@qwikresumc.com

Phone: (0123)456789
SUMMARY

To obtain a service related position where can use skills to contribute to the community as well as the
growth of family.
SKILLS
EMS Basic, CPR/AED Certified.
WORK EXPERIENCE

Jr. Seasonal Worker

ABC Corporation  1995 – 1996








Worked in a restaurant where cleaned dishes, swept floors, took out trash, made store runs, And
closed the restaurant a couple of times.
Worked as a seasonal worker, doing gardening and maintenance, I pulled tweeds, took out trash,
cleaned apartment buildings, worked outside and inside.
Learned how to work outside as a gardner and expand skills in the workforce.
Answered and took phone messages within the office.
Worked at creating and publishing of web page and design, created and produced a successful work
page for interviewers to view.
Sorted and stocked books, loaded and unloaded books into transport cages, and cataloged inventory
o Learned how to efficiently and safely package.
Maintained cleanliness of assigned area.

Seasonal Worker

Delta Corporation  1992 – 1995








Crop flaming, Making sure the tops of the male corn are burnt to give them an extra two to three
days of pollination.
Also crop scouting making sure the corn is not diseased or killed by insects.
Able to run tractor and propane tank Making sure corn is burnt clean and even Getting job done in a
timely manner.
Use of key ass machine .Greet customers and determined their needs and wants .Maintain
merchandise and visual presentation through out the store .
Baked cookies, sold cookies and worked the register.
Was hired to help for the busy cookie season so I had to learn the register and what to do very
quickly.
This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your current role.
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SCHOLASTICS


Phys. ed/ Sportsmanagement  January 2011(Monroe Community College  Rochester, NY)
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